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Texts and Translations
Fengyang Song

(traditional song text)

Gongs and drums are in my hands, I am singing a song while playing
drums and gongs. Other songs I don’t know how to sing, I can only sing a
Fengyang song.
Special thanks to Katie Blackburn '14 (Chinese, Linguistics)
for her invaluable assistance in helping us learn the Mandarin.

Canción de Cuna con Pollitos 		

text by José Mena

Sleep so you’ll have happy dreams.
Sleep and I’m gonna sing for you.
If you close your eyes, I’ll tell you a story of a little chicken that wanted
to eat.
Close your eyes so I can tell you how he was dying from cold and his mama
came to give him warmth and love to dream.
If you close your eyes, I’ll teach you where to put the little table if you want
to marry.
Close your eyes and I’ll tell you the story of a little boat that was lost in
deep seas.
Close your eyes and I’ll soon begin.
The little chickens say pio, pio, pio when they are hungry, when they are
cold.
The mama brings them corn and wheat, feeds them, and gives them
protection.
Close your little eyes, let’s dream together.
Sleep quietly and dream now.
Close your eyes so the scarebabe will come looking for you.
If you go to sleep, I’ll soon end this story.
Under its two wings, the little chickens nestle down and sleep until the next
day.
When they’re hungry, the little chickens say pio.
And if they’re very sleepy, they also say pio.
“Sleep close to me,” your mamma says quietly.
Special thanks to Morgan Krhin ('14, Spanish)
for her invaluable assistance in helping us learn the Spanish.

Kpanlongo			

traditional Phanti
text written out by Richard Na-ile.

Come and hold my child while I dance Kpanlongo;
It’s the dance where you shake your body all around.

The Lark’s Song			

poem by Aleksey Tolstoy
(1817-1875)

The lark’s song rings out more clearly,
the spring flowers are brighter,
the heart is full of inspiration,
the sky is filled with beauty.
As we tear apart the fetters of banality,
a triumphant tide of new life overwhelms us.
Fresh and young are the sounds
of youth’s new and mighty ranks,
as strings pulled taut,
stretching between heaven and earth.
[Translation by Vladimir Morosan]
Special thanks to Professor Peter John Thomas
for his invaluable assistance in helping us learn the Russian.

Many Waters		

text excerpted from the Song of Solomon (KJV)

Song of Solomon 8:6-7
Set me as a seal upon thine heart, as a seal upon thine arm: for love is
strong as death; jealousy is cruel as the grave: the coals thereof are coals of
fire, which hath a most vehement flame.
Many waters cannot quench love, neither can the floods drown it: if a
man would give all the substance of his house for love, it would utterly be
contemned.
Song of Solomon 5:2
I sleep, but my heart waketh: it is the voice of my beloved that knocketh,
saying, Open to me, my sister, my love, my dove, my undefiled: for my head
is filled with dew, and my locks with the drops of the night.
Song of Solomon 5:6
I opened to my beloved; but my beloved had withdrawn himself, and was
gone: my soul failed when he spake: I sought him, but I could not find
him; I called him, but he gave me no answer.

Come here, and let them fly around,
soon it will be time to sleep,
we must not lose our way in this solitude.
O vast, calm peace,
so deep in glow of sunset,
how weary from wandering are we,
could this perhaps be death?

El Guayaboso		

text by Guido López-Gavilán

The Liar
I saw a mosquito wearing trousers and a fly dressed in a shirt
dance a danzón on the edge of a knife.
I saw a crab plowing, a pig blowing a whistle,
and an old growling woman sitting on an armchair.
And a skinny little calf die laughing
upon seeing a one-eyed goat mending a sandal.
Special thanks to Professor José Encarnación and Eli Edelman
for their invaluable assistance in coaching the Cuban rumba style
and the Spanish.

Total Praise		

text by Richard Smallwood

Lord, I will lift mine eyes to the hills,
Knowing my help is coming from You.
Your peace, You give me in time of the storm.
You are the source of my strength,
You are the strength of my life.
I lift my hands in total praise to You.
Amen.

All The Works of Love

texts taken from writings of Mother Teresa

If we have no peace, it is because we have forgotten that we belong to
each other.
Remember.
All works of love are works of peace.

I Want To Die While You Love Me

And we would see you happy, dear, or die.
Therefore be brave, and therefore, dear, be free;
Try all things resolutely, till the best,
Out of all lesser betters, you shall find;
And we, who have learned greatness from you, we,
Your lovers, with a still, contented mind,
See you well anchored in some port of rest.

The Fiddler of Dooney 		

Georgia Douglas Johnson
(1886-1966)

I want to die while you love me,
While yet you hold me fair,
While laughter lies upon my lips
And lights are in my hair.
William Butler Yeats
(1865-1939)

WHEN I play on my fiddle in Dooney,
Folk dance like a wave of the sea;
My cousin is priest in Kilvarnet,
My brother in Moharabuiee.
I passed my brother and cousin:
They read in their books of prayer;
I read in my book of songs
I bought at the Sligo fair.
When we come at the end of time,
To Peter sitting in state,
He will smile on the three old spirits,
But call me first through the gate;
For the good are always the merry,
Save by an evil chance,
And the merry love the fiddle
And the merry love to dance:
And when the folk there spy me,
They will all come up to me,
With ‘Here is the fiddler of Dooney!’
And dance like a wave of the sea.

I want to die while you love me,
And bear to that still bed,
Your kisses turbulent, unspent
To warm me when I’m dead.
I want to die while you love me
Oh, who would care to live
Till love has nothing more to ask
And nothing more to give?
I want to die while you love me
And never, never see
The glory of this perfect day
Grow dim or cease to be!
Interpretation of the Text by the Composer:

At Sunset

As I interpret it, Georgia Douglas Johnson describes a day in which she
and her beloved experience the raptures of passionate love. It is a day that
Johnson hopes will never end, wishing to carry it to her grave: “and bear to
that still bed (death), your kisses, turbulent (passionate), unspent, to warm
me when I’m dead.” Here, the poet finds hope in that the warm, passionate
kisses of her beloved will make the grave a less cold and unfeeling place.
Johnson longs to die in the bliss of the moment such that she “never sees
the glory of this perfect day grow dim or cease to be.” One might ask, “Why
should one desire death in the midst of such joy?”. The poet answers: “Oh,
who would care to live ’til love has nothing more to ask and nothing more
to give . . .”. The reality is that love may wane; that the passion experienced
today may die over time. Therefore, Johnson’s ultimate desire is to “die
while you love me”. As a composer, I found Johnson’s lyrical and poignant
poetry inspiring for musical development.

Through trouble and joy we have walked hand in hand,
now we both rest from wandering over the peaceful land.

Solar Flares

Im Abendrot

poem by Joseph von Eichendorff
(1788-1857)
translation by Earl Rosenbaum

The valleys around us fade away,
already the sky grows dark,
only two larks still soar dreamily into the fragrant air.

text by Sabina Pauta Pieslak

Sun and stars, many tiny ones,
A game of light on the mountain peak,
The snow has melted easily, it flows clearly towards the spring.
The warm wind carried the spring,
The doe once again leaps through the valleys.

She drinks form the pure, crystal river that pours itself smoothly into
the sea;
Springtime is fully born.
The sea is rising, waves with foam,
Migratory birds are gathering,
A siren sings sweetly to them, “la do lo…”
Special thanks to Jonathan Pieslak
for sending us the word-by-word phonetic alphabet
transcription of the Romanian.

i carry your heart with me(i carry it in my heart)

By e. e. cummings
(1894-1962)

i carry your heart with me(i carry it in
my heart)i am never without it(anywhere
i go you go,my dear;and whatever is done
by only me is your doing,my darling)
i fear
no fate(for you are my fate,my sweet)i want
no world(for beautiful you are my world,my true)
and it’s you are whatever a moon has always meant
and whatever a sun will always sing is you
here is the deepest secret nobody knows
(here is the root of the root and the bud of the bud
and the sky of the sky of a tree called life;which grows
higher than soul can hope or mind can hide)
and this is the wonder that’s keeping the stars apart
i carry your heart(i carry it in my heart)

My Favorite Things		
Raindrops on roses and whiskers on kittens
Bright copper kettles and warm woolen mittens
Brown paper packages tied up with strings
These are a few of my favorite things
Cream colored ponies and crisp apple strudels
Doorbells and sleigh bells and schnitzel with noodles
Wild geese that fly with the moon on their wings
These are a few of my favorite things

Richard Rodgers
Oscar Hammerstein II

Girls in white dresses with blue satin sashes
Snow flakes that stay on my nose and eyelashes
Silver white winters that melt into springs
These are a few of my favorite things
When the dog bites, when the bee stings, when I’m feeling sad
I simply remember my favorite things
Like silver white winters that melt into springs
And then I don’t feel so bad

I Cannot Dance, O Lord

Mechthild of Magdeburg
(1210-1285)
translated by Jane Hirshfield

I cannot dance,
O Lord, unless You lead me.
If you wish me to leap joyfully, let me see You dance,
Let me see You dance joyfully,
Let me see You dance and sing.
Then I will leap into Love and from Love into Knowledge,
From Knowledge into the Harvest,
That sweetest Fruit beyond human sense.
There I will stay with you, Whirling.
My friend, Laura Lane (choir director at Knox College), wrote these
thoughts about the work:
Kernis wrote I Cannot Dance, O Lord to a text by medieval mystic nun
Mechthild of Magdeburg. Considered to be one of the most significant
pieces written for choir in the 20th century, I Cannot Dance is rhythmically
and vocally virtuosic. “Until the very end of the work, there is no real sense
of meter, or regular pulse. The rhythms and meters shift so often and so
quickly that the singers rarely feel together and cannot sink into a pulse
until the very end of the work. Kernis has brilliantly painted the meaning
of the words in this constantly changing piece.”

Fear Not, Dear Friend . . .

Robert Louis Stevenson
(1850-1894)

Fear not, dear friend, but freely live your days
Though lesser lives should suffer.
Such am I, A lesser life, that what is his of sky
Gladly would give for you, and what of praise.
Step, without trouble, down the sunlit ways.
We that have touched your raiment, are made whole
From all the selfish cankers of man’s soul,

She drinks form the pure, crystal river that pours itself smoothly into
the sea;
Springtime is fully born.
The sea is rising, waves with foam,
Migratory birds are gathering,
A siren sings sweetly to them, “la do lo…”
Special thanks to Jonathan Pieslak
for sending us the word-by-word phonetic alphabet
transcription of the Romanian.

i carry your heart with me(i carry it in my heart)

By e. e. cummings
(1894-1962)

i carry your heart with me(i carry it in
my heart)i am never without it(anywhere
i go you go,my dear;and whatever is done
by only me is your doing,my darling)
i fear
no fate(for you are my fate,my sweet)i want
no world(for beautiful you are my world,my true)
and it’s you are whatever a moon has always meant
and whatever a sun will always sing is you
here is the deepest secret nobody knows
(here is the root of the root and the bud of the bud
and the sky of the sky of a tree called life;which grows
higher than soul can hope or mind can hide)
and this is the wonder that’s keeping the stars apart
i carry your heart(i carry it in my heart)

My Favorite Things		
Raindrops on roses and whiskers on kittens
Bright copper kettles and warm woolen mittens
Brown paper packages tied up with strings
These are a few of my favorite things
Cream colored ponies and crisp apple strudels
Doorbells and sleigh bells and schnitzel with noodles
Wild geese that fly with the moon on their wings
These are a few of my favorite things

Richard Rodgers
Oscar Hammerstein II

Girls in white dresses with blue satin sashes
Snow flakes that stay on my nose and eyelashes
Silver white winters that melt into springs
These are a few of my favorite things
When the dog bites, when the bee stings, when I’m feeling sad
I simply remember my favorite things
Like silver white winters that melt into springs
And then I don’t feel so bad

I Cannot Dance, O Lord

Mechthild of Magdeburg
(1210-1285)
translated by Jane Hirshfield

I cannot dance,
O Lord, unless You lead me.
If you wish me to leap joyfully, let me see You dance,
Let me see You dance joyfully,
Let me see You dance and sing.
Then I will leap into Love and from Love into Knowledge,
From Knowledge into the Harvest,
That sweetest Fruit beyond human sense.
There I will stay with you, Whirling.
My friend, Laura Lane (choir director at Knox College), wrote these
thoughts about the work:
Kernis wrote I Cannot Dance, O Lord to a text by medieval mystic nun
Mechthild of Magdeburg. Considered to be one of the most significant
pieces written for choir in the 20th century, I Cannot Dance is rhythmically
and vocally virtuosic. “Until the very end of the work, there is no real sense
of meter, or regular pulse. The rhythms and meters shift so often and so
quickly that the singers rarely feel together and cannot sink into a pulse
until the very end of the work. Kernis has brilliantly painted the meaning
of the words in this constantly changing piece.”

Fear Not, Dear Friend . . .

Robert Louis Stevenson
(1850-1894)

Fear not, dear friend, but freely live your days
Though lesser lives should suffer.
Such am I, A lesser life, that what is his of sky
Gladly would give for you, and what of praise.
Step, without trouble, down the sunlit ways.
We that have touched your raiment, are made whole
From all the selfish cankers of man’s soul,

I Want To Die While You Love Me

And we would see you happy, dear, or die.
Therefore be brave, and therefore, dear, be free;
Try all things resolutely, till the best,
Out of all lesser betters, you shall find;
And we, who have learned greatness from you, we,
Your lovers, with a still, contented mind,
See you well anchored in some port of rest.

The Fiddler of Dooney 		

Georgia Douglas Johnson
(1886-1966)

I want to die while you love me,
While yet you hold me fair,
While laughter lies upon my lips
And lights are in my hair.
William Butler Yeats
(1865-1939)

WHEN I play on my fiddle in Dooney,
Folk dance like a wave of the sea;
My cousin is priest in Kilvarnet,
My brother in Moharabuiee.
I passed my brother and cousin:
They read in their books of prayer;
I read in my book of songs
I bought at the Sligo fair.
When we come at the end of time,
To Peter sitting in state,
He will smile on the three old spirits,
But call me first through the gate;
For the good are always the merry,
Save by an evil chance,
And the merry love the fiddle
And the merry love to dance:
And when the folk there spy me,
They will all come up to me,
With ‘Here is the fiddler of Dooney!’
And dance like a wave of the sea.

I want to die while you love me,
And bear to that still bed,
Your kisses turbulent, unspent
To warm me when I’m dead.
I want to die while you love me
Oh, who would care to live
Till love has nothing more to ask
And nothing more to give?
I want to die while you love me
And never, never see
The glory of this perfect day
Grow dim or cease to be!
Interpretation of the Text by the Composer:

At Sunset

As I interpret it, Georgia Douglas Johnson describes a day in which she
and her beloved experience the raptures of passionate love. It is a day that
Johnson hopes will never end, wishing to carry it to her grave: “and bear to
that still bed (death), your kisses, turbulent (passionate), unspent, to warm
me when I’m dead.” Here, the poet finds hope in that the warm, passionate
kisses of her beloved will make the grave a less cold and unfeeling place.
Johnson longs to die in the bliss of the moment such that she “never sees
the glory of this perfect day grow dim or cease to be.” One might ask, “Why
should one desire death in the midst of such joy?”. The poet answers: “Oh,
who would care to live ’til love has nothing more to ask and nothing more
to give . . .”. The reality is that love may wane; that the passion experienced
today may die over time. Therefore, Johnson’s ultimate desire is to “die
while you love me”. As a composer, I found Johnson’s lyrical and poignant
poetry inspiring for musical development.

Through trouble and joy we have walked hand in hand,
now we both rest from wandering over the peaceful land.

Solar Flares

Im Abendrot

poem by Joseph von Eichendorff
(1788-1857)
translation by Earl Rosenbaum

The valleys around us fade away,
already the sky grows dark,
only two larks still soar dreamily into the fragrant air.

text by Sabina Pauta Pieslak

Sun and stars, many tiny ones,
A game of light on the mountain peak,
The snow has melted easily, it flows clearly towards the spring.
The warm wind carried the spring,
The doe once again leaps through the valleys.

Kpanlongo			

traditional Phanti
text written out by Richard Na-ile.

Come and hold my child while I dance Kpanlongo;
It’s the dance where you shake your body all around.

The Lark’s Song			

poem by Aleksey Tolstoy
(1817-1875)

The lark’s song rings out more clearly,
the spring flowers are brighter,
the heart is full of inspiration,
the sky is filled with beauty.
As we tear apart the fetters of banality,
a triumphant tide of new life overwhelms us.
Fresh and young are the sounds
of youth’s new and mighty ranks,
as strings pulled taut,
stretching between heaven and earth.
[Translation by Vladimir Morosan]
Special thanks to Professor Peter John Thomas
for his invaluable assistance in helping us learn the Russian.

Many Waters		

text excerpted from the Song of Solomon (KJV)

Song of Solomon 8:6-7
Set me as a seal upon thine heart, as a seal upon thine arm: for love is
strong as death; jealousy is cruel as the grave: the coals thereof are coals of
fire, which hath a most vehement flame.
Many waters cannot quench love, neither can the floods drown it: if a
man would give all the substance of his house for love, it would utterly be
contemned.
Song of Solomon 5:2
I sleep, but my heart waketh: it is the voice of my beloved that knocketh,
saying, Open to me, my sister, my love, my dove, my undefiled: for my head
is filled with dew, and my locks with the drops of the night.
Song of Solomon 5:6
I opened to my beloved; but my beloved had withdrawn himself, and was
gone: my soul failed when he spake: I sought him, but I could not find
him; I called him, but he gave me no answer.

Come here, and let them fly around,
soon it will be time to sleep,
we must not lose our way in this solitude.
O vast, calm peace,
so deep in glow of sunset,
how weary from wandering are we,
could this perhaps be death?

El Guayaboso		

text by Guido López-Gavilán

The Liar
I saw a mosquito wearing trousers and a fly dressed in a shirt
dance a danzón on the edge of a knife.
I saw a crab plowing, a pig blowing a whistle,
and an old growling woman sitting on an armchair.
And a skinny little calf die laughing
upon seeing a one-eyed goat mending a sandal.
Special thanks to Professor José Encarnación and Eli Edelman
for their invaluable assistance in coaching the Cuban rumba style
and the Spanish.

Total Praise		

text by Richard Smallwood

Lord, I will lift mine eyes to the hills,
Knowing my help is coming from You.
Your peace, You give me in time of the storm.
You are the source of my strength,
You are the strength of my life.
I lift my hands in total praise to You.
Amen.

All The Works of Love

texts taken from writings of Mother Teresa

If we have no peace, it is because we have forgotten that we belong to
each other.
Remember.
All works of love are works of peace.
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Texts and Translations
Fengyang Song

(traditional song text)

Gongs and drums are in my hands, I am singing a song while playing
drums and gongs. Other songs I don’t know how to sing, I can only sing a
Fengyang song.
Special thanks to Katie Blackburn '14 (Chinese, Linguistics)
for her invaluable assistance in helping us learn the Mandarin.

Canción de Cuna con Pollitos 		

text by José Mena

Sleep so you’ll have happy dreams.
Sleep and I’m gonna sing for you.
If you close your eyes, I’ll tell you a story of a little chicken that wanted
to eat.
Close your eyes so I can tell you how he was dying from cold and his mama
came to give him warmth and love to dream.
If you close your eyes, I’ll teach you where to put the little table if you want
to marry.
Close your eyes and I’ll tell you the story of a little boat that was lost in
deep seas.
Close your eyes and I’ll soon begin.
The little chickens say pio, pio, pio when they are hungry, when they are
cold.
The mama brings them corn and wheat, feeds them, and gives them
protection.
Close your little eyes, let’s dream together.
Sleep quietly and dream now.
Close your eyes so the scarebabe will come looking for you.
If you go to sleep, I’ll soon end this story.
Under its two wings, the little chickens nestle down and sleep until the next
day.
When they’re hungry, the little chickens say pio.
And if they’re very sleepy, they also say pio.
“Sleep close to me,” your mamma says quietly.
Special thanks to Morgan Krhin ('14, Spanish)
for her invaluable assistance in helping us learn the Spanish.
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Lawrence Memorial Chapel
“This concert is supported, in part, by The Avenue 91.1.”
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